
1. Always ensure blinds are fitted to a solid, secure structure. Eg. rafters, cross beams or brick.
To install your blind, measure & pre-drill pilot holes in structure at identical spacings to the blind
head rail. Ensure measurements are level (Diagram C).

2. Align pre-drilled holes with holes in head rail & secure with bolt screws provided
(suitable for timber frames) or appropriate fastening systems (ie. masonry bolts).

3. Attach cord cleats to wall at a height over 160cm from ground level.

Handy hint: Use nails to temporarily attach blind to structure through outer bolt holes. This will 
support the blind’s weight while securing bolt screws through inner holes. 
Give blind adequate time to settle before trimming base flap (if required). Ensuring line is level, 
mark base flap & cut using a sharp blade or scissors.

The PVC used in this product can expand and contract as blinds are 
rolled tightly in packaging. Once blind is hung, please allow time for 
material to relax and fall into it’s natural position.
WARNING: Blinds must be rolled up in high winds.

Diagram A. Align headrail onto face of 
structure & mark where hole positions 
need to be located.

Fitting Your Blind

Diagram B. Align headrail under structure & 
mark where hole positions need to be located.

Diagram D. Anchor plate can be used  
for additional support to secure blind 
in light breezes.

Diagram C.

Fitting your wall anchor
1. After your blind is installed, slide wall anchor channel over the roped blind edge.
2. Align anchor & secure using appropriate screws into structure at 300mm intervals.
3. Pull blind taut & repeat step 3.
4. To roll up blind, simply un-zip sides & pull up using lift cords.
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Heavy Duty PVC Café Blind

Instructions
Heavy Duty PVC  Blinds can be attached either on the face of a structure (Diagram A) 
or under a stucture by tilting the headrail (Diagram B).

Note: Total blind drop is 240cm from the top of the head rail to the bottom of the blind 
including base rail & base flap.

Maintenance

For best clarity and to prolong durability, simply clean blinds regularly with warm water 
and a mild detergent.

Wall anchor

Increase your blinds protection against wind and rain with wall anchors, creating a stronger 
seal along the sides of your blind (purchased separately).

WARNING: To avoid creating a possible strangulation hazard for children, the window covering must be 
installed in such a way that a loose cord cannot form a loop 220mm or longer at a height of less than 
1600mm above the floor. 

WARNING: Looped cords, looped bead chains or other flexible looped devices may cause a strangulation 
hazard for children under 5 years. KEEP CORDS AND CHAINS OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

WARNING: Young children have died by wrapping loose curtain and blind cords or chains around their 
necks. Secure cords or chains with cord guides or keep them out of reach by winding them around a cleat. 
Move cots and furniture away from window covering cords or chains. Do not remove this label. 




